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Abstract: 

This project deals with the idea of secure locking automation utilizing IOT for door unlocking and locking system to provide 

essential security to our homes, bank lockers and related control operations and security caution through the GSM module. It uses 

an image capturing technique in an embedded system based on raspberry pi server system. RPi (Raspberry pi) controls the video 

camera for catching it for turning on a relay for door unlocking. The module contains a secured face recognizer for automatic door 

unlocking. Once the unknown person came in front of the door. The sensors will sense the person and then camera catches the 

facial picture and compares it with the image which is stored in the database. If the picture is found in the database then the door 

lock opens otherwise it will produce a SMS that an unknown person is trying to gain access using MQTT as broker. This SMS 

contains url, In which owners can view the picture of the person who came in front of his home by clicking url.  Mean while the 

url provide the option like unlock, Ignore, Call to Police .If that unknown person suspected as a theft, owners will continue by 

clicking Call to Police then SMS alert will sent to the nearest police station. If the owner  unable to check the SMS, It will wait for 

60seconds  then auto generated call will sent from door to owners mobile through GSM. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

In these modern times, home security is the need of the hour 

for the development of society as a whole which in turn will 

help make our cities smart, so the concept of facial recognition 

to gain access of the house is an idea which is used to make 

our place of living more secure. A facial recognition system is 

a system which captures facial images and verifies the identity 

of a person using a digital camera. The human face assumes an 

essential part in our social association, passing on individuals' 

character. Utilizing the human face as a key to security, 

biometric confront acknowledgment innovation has gotten 

tremendous consideration in the previous quite a while because 

of its potential for a wide assortment of utilizations. A facial 

acknowledgment framework is a framework which gets facial 

pictures and confirms the character of a man using a propelled 

camera. It is an application fit for distinguishing or checking a 

man from a computerized picture. One approach to do this is 

by looking at chose facial components from the picture and a 

face database. As stood out from other diverse biometrics 

frameworks utilizing unique mark/palm print and iris, confront 

acknowledgment has unmistakable favorable circumstances 

due to its non-contact handle. Face pictures can be caught from 

a separation without touching the individual being recognized, 

and the ID does not require participating with the individual. It 

is normally utilized as a part of security frameworks and can 

be contrasted with different biometrics.  

 

II. METHODOOGY 

 

This proposed system was built using a high performance 

processor, i.e raspberry pi model which runs on a windows 

operating system. The proposed model consists with GSM.  

Initially when an unknown person comes near to the door, the 

distance sensor detects the person and switches the LED on 

and the camera turns on. The camera will captures the persons 

face and compare with the folder called family member. if the 

image gets matched with the database the then door gets 

directly unlocked. Or else the image notification is sent to the 

authorised person that is someone access your door, Once the 

user click on notification unknown person picture will open 

with the android application along with the option like unlock, 

ignore, alarm, call the police. 

 
Figure.2.1. System architecture 

 

If the authorised person choose the unlock option, the door will 

get opened. if he choose the ignore option, the ignore message 

comes out of the speaker. if he choose the alarm option, then 

the alarm turn on. If he choose the last option,` call to the 

police` then the message will be sent to the nearest police 

station. if the authorised person does not check the notification 

within 20 seconds then he gets an auto generated   call through 

GSM. Online wanted list for eg a web application every police 

station will be having the same username and password. They 

can upload the suspected person details in a single list. They 

can also view and delete the data. When a new person details 

are uploaded, mail will be set all registered users. Once the 
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system runs the uploaded thefts pictures directly download to 

the thefts folder that is save in raspberry pi, So that the camera 

can easily identify the suspected person. If the image is 

captured by the camera gets matched with the database then 

instruction goes to the alarm and also nearest police station. 

All the images captured by the camera will be saved in the 

folder. along with the data and time. So that we can access it 

whenever required.      

 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

Door unlocking and locking system to provide essential 

security to our homes, bank lockers and related control 

operations and security caution through the GSM module. It 

uses an image capturing technique in an embedded system 

based on raspberry pi server system. RPi (Raspberry pi) 

controls the video camera for catching it for turning on a relay 

for door unlocking. The module contains a secured face 

recognizer for automatic door unlocking. Once the unknown 

person came in front of the door. The sensors will sense the 

person and then camera catches the facial picture and compares 

it with the image which is stored in the folder. If the picture is 

found in the folder then the door lock opens otherwise it will 

produce a SMS that an unknown person is trying to gain access 

using MQTT as broker. 

 

 
Figure.3.1. hardware setup of the system 

 

This SMS contains url, In which owners can view the picture 

of the person who came in front of his home by clicking url. 

Mean while the url provide the option like unlock, Ignore, Call 

to Police. If that unknown person suspected as a theft, owners 

will continue by clicking Call to Police then SMS alert will 

sent to the nearest police station .If the owner  unable to check 

the SMS, It will wait for 60seconds  then auto generated call 

will sent from door to owners mobile through GSM.  

 

IV. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

 

A. Hardware Requirements 

1. Raspberry Pi 3: The Raspberry Pi is a series of small 

single-board computers developed in the United Kingdom by 

the Raspberry Pi Foundation to promote the teaching of basic 

computer science in schools and in developing countries. It 

does not include peripherals (such as keyboards and mice) and 

cases.  

 
Figure.4.1. RaspberryPi 3 

2. GSM Module: GSM (Global System for Mobile 

communications) is a standard developed by the European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) to describe the 

protocols for second-generation digital cellular networks used 

by mobile devices such as tablets. 

 
Figure.4.2. GSM Module 

 

3. Camera Module: The Raspberry Pi Camera Module is a 

custom designed add-on for Raspberry Pi. It attaches to 

Raspberry Pi by way of one of the two small sockets on the 

board upper surface. This interface uses the dedicated CSI 

interface, which was designed especially for interfacing to 

cameras. The CSI bus is capable of extremely high data rates, 

and it exclusively carries pixel data. 

 

4. Servomotor: A servomotor is a rotary actuator or linear 

actuator that allows for precise control of angular or linear 

position, velocity and acceleration. It consists of a suitable 

motor coupled to a sensor for position feedback. It also 

requires a relatively sophisticated controller, often a dedicated 

module designed specifically for use with servomotors. This 

device is used for locking and unlocking mechanism of door 

 

5. Distance sensor: It will sense the humans if they are in 

front this sensor. It will also calculate distance object and the 

sensor. It works with features like I2C communication 

interface, control the module on/off via IO pins. Onboard 

voltage translator, compatible with 3.3V/5V operating voltage. 

Comes with development resources and manual (examples for 

Raspberry Pi/Arduino/STM32)  

 
Figure.4.3. Distance sensor 

 

B. Software Requirements 

System implementation needs following software requirements  

 

1. Android Studio IDE: Android Studio is the official 

integrated development environment (IDE) for Google's 

Android operating system, built on JetBrains' IntelliJ IDEA 

software and designed specifically for Android development. It 

is available for download on Windows, macOS and Linux 

based operating systems. It is a replacement for the Eclipse 

Android Development Tools (ADT) as primary IDE for native 

Android application development. 

 

2. Python: Python is an interpreted high-level programming 

language for general-purpose programming. Created by Guido 

van Rossum and first released in 1991, Python has a design 
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philosophy that emphasizes code readability, notably using 

significant whitespace. It provides constructs that enable clear 

programming on both small and large scales. In July 2018, Van 

Rossum stepped down as the leader in the language 

community after 30 years. 

 

3. MySQL Database: MySQL is an open-source relational 

database management system (RDBMS). MySQL is a central 

component of the LAMP open-source web application 

software stack. 

 

4. HTML: HTML is short for HyperTextMarkup Language. 

HTML is used to create electronic documents (called pages) 

that are displayed on the world wide web. Each page contains a 

series of connections to other pages called hyperlink. Every 

web page you see on the Internet is written using one version 

of HTML code or another. 

 

5. PHP: is a general-purpose scripting language that is 

especially suited to server-side web development, in which 

case PHP generally runs on a web server. Any   PHP code in a 

requested file is executed by the PHP runtime, usually to create 

dynamic web page content  

 

5. MQTT Server: MQTT is a machine-to-machine (M2M) / 

"Internet of Things" connectivity protocol. It was designed as 

an extremely lightweight publish/subscribe messaging 

transport. It is useful for connections with remote locations 

where a small code footprint is required and/or network 

bandwidth is at a premium. 

 
Figure.4.4.  MQTT Broker 

 

V. ADVANTAGES 

 

 High security access control verification. 

 Fast and simple to use. 

 Less human efforts. 

 Audit Trails-It stores images of all users. 

 Totally non-contact. 

 Unique credential. 

 It can be programmed to limit access to certain time 

periods and/or for specific persons. 

 It can be used to work with an existing access control 

system. 

 

VI. DRAWBACKS 

 

 Troubles with images size and quality. 

 Strong influence of the camera angle. 

 Process and storage is require, the image size is high so it 

requires more memory to store. 

 This system recommends high internet connectivity. 

 Electricity supply is must for all the time.   

VII. RESULT 

 

This proposed system shows the how the locking and 

unlocking door mechanism using face detection. So this will 

provide efficient security for our home. If unknown person 

comes near to the door whose image is not stored in the folder 

that time the image of the person will get captured and sends 

the image to the authorised person through the GSM. Then the 

authorised person can operate in his mobile application from 

anywhere. 

 

 
Figure.7.1:  door access control system 

 

 
Figure.7.2:  if the owner is known the user, then unlock the 

door 

 

 
Figure.7.3. door is open after receiving unlock command 

from the owner. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

The project is good example of raspberry pi and pi camera. A 

face recognition system using raspberry pi was developed. The 

system was programmed by python language. Both real time 

face recognition from specific image, i.e, stored images. The 

efficiency of the system way analyzed in terms of face 

recognition rate. The analysis revealed that the present system 

shows more security and excellent performance efficiency. 
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